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AUTHORITARIANISM	IN	THE	GLOBAL	AGE	
(HON3260,	CRN:	82223)	

	
—SYLLABUS—	

	
Georgia	State	University	

Honors	College	
Fall	2017	

																															Wednesday	1:00-3:30,	100 Auburn Avenue Bldg 224 
	
	

Dr.	Maria	Repnikova	
Assistant	Professor,	Department	of	Communication	
Director,	Center	for	Global	Information	Studies	

Office:	928,	25	Park	Place		
Tuesday:	2:00-5:00	PM	or	by	appointment	

	
	
	

COURSE	OVERVIEW	
	

The recent wave of right-wing populism in Europe and the United States, combined 
with a growing geopolitical influence of China and Russia, and a reversal of nascent 
democratization trends in much of the Middle East, has sparked a renewed interest in 
authoritarianism. The wide and ambivalent application of this label, however, has 
watered down its theoretical significance, as authoritarianism is now being loosely 
applied to anything from describing a leadership characteristic, to regimes, to cultural 
norms.  
 
This course aims at recapturing and critically engaging with authoritarianism, 
understood as a non-democratic form of governance that relies as much on soft power 
and co-optation as it does on coercion and control. We will examine authoritarianism 
as a socio-political phenomenon, as well as a cultural construct that has penetrated 
and redefined the global political order, as evident in glaring vulnerabilities of 
Western democratic systems. The purpose of this interdisciplinary seminar is to 
interrogate the origins of authoritarian systems, their key governance and cultural 
characteristics, the modes of global diffusion of authoritarian norms and values, as 
well as the contesting forces that push against and redefine authoritarian trends. 
Special emphasis will be placed on grasping authoritarianism as a dynamic 
phenomenon that is shaped by multiple actors, including the media, artists and the 
state, amongst others. Specifically, we will look at people’s identities, mechanisms of 
political (de)mobilization, and public opinion formation under authoritarian rule. That 
is, how people live with, push against, and adapt to authoritarian governments; and 
how irony, cynicism, and apathy work as a means of political expression. 
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COURSE	REQUIREMENTS	
	
Please	note:	All	 assignments	 should	be	submitted	before	midnight	of	 the	day	 they	
are	due.	Either	the	Chicago	Manual	of	Style	or	APA	 is	acceptable.	The	chosen	style	
should	 be	 applied	 consistently	 throughout	 each	 assignment.	 Papers	 need	 be	
carefully	proofread	prior	to	their	final	submission.	
	
	(1)	Attendance	and	Participation	(25%)	

• Students should be in class each week, on time, having read the assigned 
readings. Unplanned1 absences will severely impact a student’s participation 
grade. 

• Students are expected to actively participate in each class discussion. The 
professor will call on everyone at the beginning of the class to speak for a 
minute or two about their reaction to the readings. You can pick one reading 
you liked in particular, or talk about the debates or key themes, or use a 
current news article to illustrate some of the theoretical points. Other than the 
initial thoughts on the readings, participation will be judged based on the 
following factors: (a) quality of comment (does a comment advance the 
discussion, keep the class focused on the main overall topic, and reflect a close 
reading of the text? Are you offering high quality claims backed with good 
reasons, or just expressing your own opinion?); (b) quantity of comment (are 
you contributing regularly, and in a manner that does not monopolize 
conversation?); (c) participatory style (do you show a thoughtful respect for 
other students and their views? Does your involvement encourage others to 
participate?  Are you able and willing to engage in an extended high quality 
and even intense exchange with your peers?). Comments that take us back to 
the specifics of the text are almost always more valuable than comments that 
take us off on a tangent.  

• Technology: technology should be used sparingly in class, as it is typically 
distracting and takes away from discussion. Laptops and tablets are allowed 
for note taking and reviewing the readings only. Mobile telephones should be 
switched to silent and used in the classroom only in case of emergency. If you 
are using technology for purposes other than those identified here (or 
otherwise sanctioned by the professor), you will be asked to leave the class 
immediately and receive a zero in participation for that week.   
	

2)	Editorial	(20%)	
	
Students are to write an op-ed (editorial) on the question: Is America turning 
authoritarian? The editorial is aimed for Huffington Post or any other international 
outlet. Everyone should schedule an appointment with me during the first two weeks 
of the semester to discuss preliminary thoughts and approaches. Early drafts are 
welcome if you want additional feedback.  
 
3) Research paper (35%)  
 

                                                
1	An	excused	absence	should	be	requested	in	advance	and	include	documentation.		
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Choose a country or a region and write a research essay on the modes of 
authoritarianism, including resistance, legitimation, and any other aspects you want to 
cover. The key question is what does authoritarianism mean in the context of China, 
or Russia or United States (amongst other cases)? You can dissect an authoritarian 
model, or compare shared characteristics.  
 
4) Presentation (20%): Each student will present their research papers on the last day 
of class and explain what definition of authoritarianism, if any, should be used in 
current debates. 
	
	
	

SUMMARY	OF	KEY	DATES	
	

	
September	27																									Op-Ed	Key	Arguments	Due	in	Class	
October	11:	 	 											Op-Ed	Due	and	Presented	in	Class	

													October	18																															Outline	for	Research	Essay	Due	
													October	25																															Literature	Review		
													November	15																										First	draft	of	research	paper	due	

November	28																										Presentations	
December	5																													Final	Research	Paper	Due					

	
CLASS POLICIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SUCCESS 

 
1. Stay ahead of deadlines. Procrastinating will make for a stressful end of the 

semester.  
2. Be on time for class.  Listen actively and participate fully. 
3. Meet with me if you have questions or concerns about the course or any of the 

assignments.  You will NEVER offend me by asking for help. I will take it as 
a sign of your intellectual commitment 

4. Come to class having closely read all of the readings and with your reading 
journal. You should take notes every time you read anything for this class.  

5. Come prepared to take notes (have a notebook for the course!).  Always bring 
a copy of the relevant readings to class (or other relevant research readings 
you would like to share). 

6. Expect periodic handouts and minor changes in the reading schedule. 
7. Know and follow the syllabus!  

	
	

UNIVERSITY POLICIES PERTINENT TO THIS CLASS 
 
1. A “W” is awarded only to a student who is doing passing work.  If you believe 
you may be entitled to a “hardship withdrawal” you should consult the general catalog 
for information about what procedures you must follow.  I am only permitted to 
award a grade of “incomplete” in cases of special hardship.  Incompletes cannot be 
given merely to extend the time of completion of course requirements.   
2. I would appreciate hearing from anyone dealing with a disability that may 
require some modification of seating, testing, or other class requirements so that 
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appropriate arrangements can be made.  Please see me after class or during my office 
hours.  I am eager to accommodate you in any reasonable way I can, and will work 
with you to make sure your grade is a function of your work, and that you are not 
suffering a grade reduction for other factors extraneous to your mastery of the 
material. 
3. Plagiarism and cheating are strongly discouraged and are heavily penalized.  
Plagiarism is the practice of appropriating the work or ideas of others, and claiming it 
as your own without attribution.  This includes such behaviors as copying test 
answers from another student, copying material from a book or article as if the quote 
was your own and without giving credit to the author, and using visual material as 
your own that has been copied.  It is also a serious violation of the college academic 
honesty policy to lift text from available online sources for inclusion in an essay 
without attribution.  Because a university is an “idea factory,” the theft or 
appropriation of someone else’s work without acknowledgement is the most serious 
academic violation. The department of communication policy is generally to award 
students caught plagiarizing or cheating a grade of “F” and to forward information 
regarding the case to the Dean’s office for broader disciplinary action if justified by 
the circumstances –– I support this policy.  When in doubt, acknowledge your source 
material.  When in doubt, ask! I implore you in the strongest possible terms not to 
jeopardize your professional and academic future by cheating, or failing to acquire a 
full understanding of borderline behaviors that are nonetheless outlawed and 
unethical. 
 
 

POLICY ON ACADEMIC HONESTY 
 

As members of the academic community, students are expected to recognize and 
uphold standards of intellectual and academic integrity.  The University assumes as a 
basic and minimum standard of conduct in academic matters that students be honest 
and that they submit for credit only the products of their own efforts.  Both the ideals 
of scholarship and the need for practices that are fair require that all dishonest work 
be rejected as a basis for academic credit.  They also require that students refrain from 
any and all forms of dishonorable conduct in the course of their academic work. 
GSU’s Policy on Academic Dishonesty is available at: 
http://deanofstudents.gsu.edu/faculty-staff-resources/academic-honesty/ 
 
 

OBLIGATION TO REPORT SUSPECTED VIOLATIONS 
 

Members of the academic community, students, faculty, and staff are expected to 
report violations of these standards of academic conduct to the appropriate authorities.  
The procedures for such reporting are on file in the office of the dean of each college 
and the Office of the Dean of Students. 
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Schedule of Class Readings and Assignments 
 
Please be aware that minor modifications will be made to the syllabus during the 
course of the semester to reflect class interests and current events.  
 
August 23: Distribution of syllabus, discussion of course expectations and 
introduction to the concept of authoritarianism   
 
 
Introduction to key concepts: authoritarianism, totalitarianism, democracy and 
everything in between.  
 
 
August 30: Global Wave of Authoritarianism  
 
Carothers, T. (2002). “The End of the Transitions Paradigm.” Journal of Democracy 
13 (1): 5-21. 
 
Diamond, L., Plattner and Walker (2016). Authoritarianism Goes Global. 
Introduction (pp. 1-11).  
 
Norris, P. (2017). “Is Western Democracy Backsliding? Diagnosing the Risks.” 
Journal of Democracy  
 
September 6: Imagining Authoritarianism: Literary Dystopia 
 
Orwell, 1984 
 
 
September 13: Different Types of Authoritarianism   
 
Linz, J (2000). Totalitarian and Authoritarian Regimes, pp. 159-184. 
 
Levitsky, S. and Lucan A. Way (2002). “Elections without Democracy: The Rise of 
Competitive Authoritarianism.” Journal of Democracy 13:2. 
 
Tsang, S. (2009). “Consultative Leninism: China’s New Political Framework?” 
Journal of Contemporary China 18 (62), pp. 865-880. 
 
 
Autocratic Toolkit and Key Features 
 
 
September 20: Coercion and Co-optation 
 
Taylor, State Building in Putin’s Russia: Policing and Coercion after Communism, 
pages 8-36. 
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Lisa Wedeen. Ambiguities of Domination: Politics, Rhetoric and Symbols in 
Contemporary Syria, Chapters 1 & 3. 
 
Teets, J. “Let Many Civil Societies Bloom: The Rise of Consultative Authoritarianism 
in China,” China Quarterly 213 (2013): 19-38. 

 

September 27: Ideological Borrowing and Legitimation Strategies  
 
Chen, C. (2016). The Return of Ideology: The Search for Regime Identities in 
Postcommunist Russia and China, pp. 1-14; 77-96; 109-126. 
 
Sperling, V. (2015). Sex, Politics and Putin: Political Legitimacy in Russia. Intro and 
chapter 1. 
 
Friedman, U. (2016). “What is a Populist? And is Donald Trump One?” The Atlantic.  
https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2017/02/what-is-populist-
trump/516525/ 
 
 
October 4: Information Weapons and Alternative Realities  
 
Han, “Defending the Authoritarian Regime Online: China’s ‘Voluntary 50-cent 
Army,’” China Quarterly 224 (2015).  
 
Binder, C. “Matternich 2.0? Surveillance and Panopticism as Modes of Authoritarian 
Governmentality in Austria,” https://ojs.library.queensu.ca/index.php/surveillance-
and-society/article/view/6650 
 
“Fake News and the Future of Journalism,” http://www.niemanlab.org/2016/12/fake-
news-and-the-future-of-journalism/.  
 
Philip N. Howard, Sheetal D. Agarwal, and Muzammil M. Hussain, “The Dictators’ 
Digital Dilemma: When Do States Disconnect Their Digital Networks?” Brookings 
Institution, 
http://www.brookings.edu/~/media/research/files/papers/2011/10/dictators-digital-
network/10_dictators_digital_network.pdf 
 
 
 
October 11: Editorial Presentations: Is America Becoming Authoritarian? 
 
 
Ben-Ghiat, “An American Authoritarian,” The Atlantic, 
http://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2016/08/american-authoritarianism-
under-donald-trump/495263/ 
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 Williams, P. “Americans are finding news ways to join the surveillance state,” 
https://www.thenation.com/article/americans-are-finding-new-ways-to-join-the-
surveillance-state/. 
 
Williams, Zoe. “Totalitarianism in the Age of Trump: Lessons from Hannah Arendt,” 
The Guardian: https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/feb/01/totalitarianism-in-
age-donald-trump-lessons-from-hannah-arendt-protests 
 
Isaac, J. C. “How Hannah Arendt’s Classic Work on Totalitarianism Illuminates 
Today’s America,” Washington Post. 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2016/12/17/how-hannah-
arendts-classic-work/?utm_term=.11657962018c 
 
 
 
LIVED REALITIES OF AUTHORITARIANISM 
 
 
October 18: Popular Support for Authoritarianism 
 
Geddes, B. and John Zeller (1989). “Sources of Popular Support for Authoritarian 
Regimes.” American Journal of Political Science.  
 
Colton, T. and Michael McFaul (2013). “Are Russians Undemocratic?” Post-Soviet 
Affairs.  
 
Rich, N. (2016). “Inside the Sacrifice Zone.” The New York Review of Books.  
 
October 25: The Resistance of the Unseen: Everyday Practices of Non-
Compliance 
 
Scott, J. Domination and the Arts of Resistance. Chapter 1 & 3. 
 
Hervouet, R. “Authoritarianism from Below: Lessons from Ethnographic Studies in 
Belarus.”  
 
Alexei Yurchak, “Soviet Hegemony of Form: Everything Was Forever, until It Was 
No More,” Comparative Studies in Society and History, 45:3 (2003), pp. 480-510. 
 
 
November 1: Probing the Grey Zone: Resistance on the Boundary 
 
Repnikova, Media Politics in China: Improvising Power Under Authoritarianism, 
Chapter 4.   
 
“The Revolutionary Public Sphere” (2017), Special Issue in Communication and the 
Public, http://journals.sagepub.com/toc/ctpa/0/0. (Read an article of your choice). 
 
Read one of these two: 
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Rourke and Wiget (2014), “Pussy Riot, Putin and the Politics of Embodiment,” 
Cultural Studies.  
 
Greene, S. (2014). Moscow in Movement. Chapter 6. 
 
 
November 8: Do Protests Matter: Unpacking Mass Mobilization 
 
Bunce and Wolchik, Defeating Authoritarian Leaders in Post-Communist Countries, 
pages, Chapters 1,2 & 4. 
 
Heller N. (2017). “Out of Action: Do Protests Work?” The New Yorker. 
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/08/21/is-there-any-point-to-
protesting/amp. 
 
Tucker, J. “Why Do Protests Bring Down Authoritarian Regimes?” Monkey Cage. 
http://themonkeycage.org/2011/02/why_do_protests_bring_down_reg/ 
 
 
November 15: Authoritarianism in the World: Global Diffusion and Global 
resistance   
 
 
Tansey, “The Problem with Autocracy Promotion,” Democratization (2016). 
 
Deibert, “The Geopolitics of Internet Control: Censorship, Sovereignty, and 
Cyberspace.”  
 
Olesen, T. “Transnational Publics: New Spaces of Social Movement Activism and the 
Problem of Global Long-Sightedness.” Current Sociology, 
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0011392105051334 
 
Dobson, “How to Make a Revolution,” 
http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/foreigners/2012/06/the_dictator_s_le
arning_curve_veterans_of_the_revolution_that_toppled_slobodan_milosevic_are_tea
ching_others_how_to_challenge_their_own_dictators_.html. 
 
November 23: Research Day, NO CLASS. 
 
November 28: Questioning the utility of the concept: Comparing China, Russia 
and the United States  
 
Debate and Final Presentations  


